Step 2: Position one **Unit CB Template Layout Sheet** onto the top fabric in each stack of seven folded strips (14 Layers).
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Step 3: Place your ruler next to the **Cut Lines 1, 2, 3, & 4** and slice through the paper and fabric with your rotary cutter.

Step 4: Remove and set aside the triangles you just cut and use a binder clip to clip the (4) stacks together. Make sure they are in the same color order you started with!

Step 5: Continue cutting on **Lines 5 & 6**.

Step 6: Maintain the color order and clip the four sets together.

Step 7: Open the folded end pieces and press. Re-stack the pieces, all **right-side-up**, keeping the color order the same as it was before you repressed the piece. The pieces are re-cut into 5" squares. The squares are then sliced diagonally to yield two stacks of half-square triangles. Clip each stack together and place, with the other triangles.

Keep the cut pieces in each color group clipped together and place them with the foundation papers in Bag #1. Repeat the same cutting process with each group of strips.

**Option 2: Cutting with the Templates**

The templates are just as easy to use as the Template Layout Sheets. If you are making a larger quilt or if you cut less than (7) fabrics folded (for a total of (14) layers), you will likely run out of the layout sheets. A ruler can be used to cut your strips simply by using the measurement on your ruler.

Step 1: Stack the strips in each group folded with **wrong-sides-together**. Match up the selvage ends on each strip, let the folds lay wherever they end. Lay **Template A** along the selvage edge and cut your first triangle. Maintain the color order and clip together.

Step 2: Lay the ruler along the 45 degree cut edge. Line it up with the 5-1/4" line on your ruler and cut the next section. Place these pieces with **Template C**.

Step 3: Move the ruler over again, cut another section 3-1/2" wide with the ruler lined up along the 45 degree angle. Place these pieces with **Template B**.

Step 4: Use Template A to cut another 5" half-square triangle, leaving the folded end as shown below.

Step 5: Use the Template B and C and cut both sections in half, 2-1/2" wide.

Step 6: Open the folded end pieces. Stack and press the pieces together in one group. Re-cut the pieces into a 5" square. Slice the squares diagonally to yield two half-square triangles. Clip the single pieces together and place, with the other triangles.

Proceed with each stack of fabrics and repeat the same cutting process. Place the pieces with the foundation papers in Bag #1.

**Sorting the Fabrics for Unit CB**

In Bag #1, pull out the fabric pieces cut from your first Color Group (L1-L7) & (D1-D7) along with (14) foundation papers (Unit CB). An equal amount of light and dark pieces are needed to complete the blocks. The fabric pieces are sorted for each unit as shown below. Note that you are not sorting for chain piecing, but instead, sorting for each unit.

**Light Units**
- (3) Dark Template A, each the same color.
- (2) Template B & C light parallelograms, each the same color.

**Dark Units**
- (3) Light Template A, each the same color.
- (2) Template B & C dark parallelograms, each the same color.